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1

Key findings

The results of the cost-benefit analysis of a range of educational options for Findon High Tech
High over a 10-year time period (2018 to 2027) indicates the most cost effective option is to
establish a “lighthouse” approach to a twenty first century secondary schooling based on the
High Tech High (California) and Templestowe College (Victoria) approach to student centred
learning geared around the specialisation of cutting edge new eSTEAM “Tech Academy”. The
current small enrolment is advantageous in terms of the ability to develop the site without
impact on existing programs and the time required for the school to build adequate enrolment
capacity. A four year transformation timeframe is based on the known research of turnaround
schools (McKinsey &Co.) and GTP Demographic and Education Services Demand Analysis
originally commissioned in response to questions relating to the demographics of Adelaide’s
western suburbs. The GTP analysis clearly indicates that the west will experience an annual
growth in enrolment of 2.3% and over 5 years a projected increase of over 15, 000 primary
students. Local feeder primary schools Kilkenny, Lockleys North and Allenby Gardens are
already at capacity. The GTP analysis also highlighted that Henley HS, Woodville HS and Seaton
HS would all go over capacity when Year 7’s move to high school.
By following this option:
• total enrolments have the capacity to grow to 1162 students in a decade (by 2028),
compared to 262 with the ‘do nothing’ scenario following the current business.
• the school can offer an AFL Academy (Clontarf and AFLW) program to 150 students per
annum starting with year 8-10 students from 2019
• the school can also offer 20 special options placements for identified learners to
complement the existing Conductive Education Unit and provide spaces for a growing
number of severe high needs students in the west of Adelaide
• the net present value of the option’s cost over a 10-year time period is estimated to be
$11.7 million in 2017 dollars, which is equivalent to $13,447 per additional enrolment.
The estimated annual cost is $1,827 per extra student
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Strategic initiatives in the next 2 years (2018 to 2019) include:
•
Initiative 1 – School Culture
o Introduce personalised learning plans for years 8 to 12 students
o Review the current core school values of ‘Ignite, Inspire and Empower’
o Assess whether the workplace is aligned with the values
•
Initiative 2 – Staffing
o Negotiate with teaching and admin staff to meet requirements of the redesigned school
for 2018-19
•
Initiative 3 – Timetable and organisation
o Redesign the timetable and day structure
o Introduce years 8, 9 and 10 eSTEAM student-centred learning and develop senior
school courses and options for 2019
•
Initiative 4 – Learning Pedagogy
o Implementation of student-centred learning
o Develop a specialisation of eSTEAM/VET
o Collaboratively design and implement a professional learning program with
Department for Education Learning Improvement division, University of
Adelaide, Flinders University and selected primary schools
•
Initiative 5 – Learning facilities and resources upgraded to an appropriate level
•

Initiative 6 – Expansion of Special Class Options in western suburbs

•

Initiative 7 - Development of “ Technical College” facility including formalised
partnership with business and industry

•

Initiative 8 – AFL Football Academy
o Plan and prepare for a Clontarf Football academy with the Clontarf Foundation 2019
o Plan and Prepare for an AFLW Academy aligned to the Adelaide Crows AFLW program
2019
Initiative 9 – Marketing
o Develop a plan marketing initiative to attract enrolments including the
development of a documentary style digital story based on the turnaround of
Findon High – New Technical College
Initiative 10 – Review and evaluation

•

•

3
Introduction
In early 2016, the Findon High School School Council agreed to commission the development of
a school Master Plan given the reducing enrolment numbers and the impact of significant
capital investment in neighbouring high schools. The inadequate education facilities, subject
choices and rumours of the closure of the school were also contributing factors to the steady
enrolment decline although the reputation of inclusivity and related programs was viewed as a
positive by enrolling parents.
From June 2016 a number of visits were made to the site by senior DECD Executives and the
Minster resulting in the commissioning of the GTP Demographic and Education Services
Demand Analysis Report.
The vision is of Findon High Tech High School as a twenty first century school specialising in
student centred learning with a strong futures focus oriented towards enterprise, science
technology, engineering, arts and mathematics (eSTEAM), contributing to and extending the
science technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) focus of the state government and the
Australian Government. This vision will be achieved in partnership with Adelaide University,
local business and industry.
4
Findon High Tech High background
Findon High School has been proudly serving the young people of the western suburbs since its
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opening in 1955. Findon High School began with two wooden buildings on an old market
garden in 1955. By the time the school was officially opened with a building in 1959 its student
population had grown from 132 to 1080 and reached its peak at just over 1350 as the baby
boomer generation was educated. As a consequence of the changing nature of the surrounding
suburbs, it now has an enrolment of 250 students.
In recent years, the school has become a thriving example of multi-culturalism at its best. There
are over 63 cultures represented in the student and staff cohort. Findon High School offers a full
range of subject choices for the needs of all students, whether their goals are academic or
vocational, and all students have the opportunity to engage in projects to support the wider
community. The school boasts former students who have contributed significantly to our
community in the areas of the arts, media, sport, academia and law just to name a few.
Findon High School has no main street frontage, which as a result, has impacted on community
knowledge of the school and the benefits it offers for students. Enrolments over all mainstream
classes have been declining over the last 10 years. While the public perception of Findon High
School has remained strong, limited upgrade to facilities combined with a tired street appeal,
has negatively impacted the school’s ability to attract student enrolments.
The school has a disability unit on site, which delivers conductive education. This is the only
secondary site in South Australia delivering this program.
SACE completion has steadily increased over the last 4 years with 95% of students completing
their SACE in 2017 rising from 87% in 2014.
Mr. Phil Fitzsimons was appointed as Principal in 2018 of Findon High School. Mr. Fitzsimons
engaged Peter Hutton, Future Schools Alliance (The FSA is a group of like-minded member
schools, committed to significantly improving the lives of young people around the world by
transforming an outdated education system), to undertake a site audit against the 8
EdRevolutionary Principles for School Transformation to help the Leadership Team identify key
priorities to quickly increase school enrolments and build a future focused learning culture.
In summary, the audit found that a clear and well-articulated vision needs to be developed so
that experiences, culture and program offerings support students to thrive in the exponential
age and that while there is a lot right about Findon High School, the report found that what is
being taught and how it is being taught is not connecting to students.
Student perceptions and reflections
• "Mum said that this school has not changed since she was here in 1985." "Don't just
build buildings if you haven't got the programs or tools to learn."
• "Lifelong learning is done to us, which seems to not match what it is meant to be." "I
learn more about life outside the school than in the school."
• "The school hasn't really got anything special about it that makes students want to
choose here."
• "We should be interacting with and getting to know all the staff, including the
grounds staff/cleaning staff."
• People outside the school have an opinion of the school that is not reflective
of the students lived experience.
• The students describe the feel of the school as calm, connected, friendly, inclusive,
and multicultural but the buildings are quite lifeless and "cold".
• They suggested that over the years there has been a lot of talk about change and not
much action.
• They also said that although they feel comfortable at school they don't feel like the
school is theirs.
• They want to have a distinguishing feature as a school and to do something different.
• The inconsistent approach on the part of teachers around the support for the
research project is a concern to the students.
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Student leadership has been reinvigorated in 2018 with the re-introduction of Prefects, a
concept not seen at the school since the late 1970s. The school has 4 Prefects and 8 Captains that
meet weekly with the principal and staff coordinating student-led activities and co- leading
whole school change.
The school also offers:
• Comprehensive pastoral care program focusing on lifelong learning.
• Ice Factor program – for re-engagement and retention enabling students to
develop leadership and life skills in a team environment.
• STEM Ambassadors program engaging students in rigorous learning, exploring,
co-designing, and problem solving in STEM.
• Partnership with Beacon – a personal development and leadership program
• Mock Trial Hearings via the Findon Law Court – a purpose built facility connecting
students with trial hearings around the world
5
Present strategic principles
The core values of Findon High School are Ignite, Inspire and Empower. An important aspect
is a sense of community and family across the mainstream and disability unit learners.
The school is a sexual health information networking and education (Shine) focus school. All
staff are trained to deliver the Shine curriculum and the Keeping Safe (Child Protection)
curriculum through the Lifelong Learning Pastoral Care program. The Lifelong Learning
Pastoral Care program enables teachers to explicitly teach skills that underpin lifelong learning.
It is delivered weekly to build positive relationships, develop a sense of community within and
beyond the school, and foster a higher sense of self, and motivation to achieve. Within the scope
of student-centred learning, the strategic vision for the school is to transition the teaching and
learning from a teacher- centred mindset to a student- centred focus. Students will become
empowered to take responsibility for their learning, with the expectation that strong teacherstudent relationships foster a strengths-based view, rather than a problem-deficit view in a
culture of higher expectations for educational outcomes.
A Change Management Group comprising staff and students has been created to oversee the
transition into student-centred learning with the expectation that in semester 2 in 2018 the
school will implement a broader elective option in Years 8-9 based on student interest and staff
capability to facilitate.
6
Current business and performance
In 2018, Findon High School has 204 mainstream students, 6 students in the disability
unit, and 45 students in flexible learning options. The school was initially built to cater for
1400 students but has not had this number of students since the 1970s.
The existing facilities include:
• 3 x double storey permanent buildings built in 1960.
• 1 x transportable building used to deliver music installed in 1965.
• 1 x Home Economics single storey building that accommodates cooking and fabrics
built in 1960.
• 1 x Technical Studies building that accommodates woodwork, metalwork and plastics
built in 1960.
• 1 x Resource Centre single storey building built in 1970.
• 1 x Gymnasium used by the school and hired to local sporting clubs built in 1975.
• Toilet Block built in 1964 and shedding used for storage built in 1960.
• Tennis Courts built in 1961.
• 1 x 22-seater bus for mainstream use (2003 model) purchased in 2005.
In 2017, 38% of students met the National Minimum Standard for Reading and 41% for
Numeracy. 41 out of 43 students completed their SACE. This outcome was achieved through
strategies of mentoring, tracking and monitoring, professional learning community focused on
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SACE improvement in pedagogical improvement and standardisation of assessment.
Currently the school offers the following subjects (please note this will increase dramatically in
semester 2, 2018 under the student- centred learning model):
• Arts (performing and visual)
• Design and Digital Technology
• English
• Greek
• Health and Physical Education (including Home Economics)
• Humanities and Social Sciences (History, Geography, Enterprise and Citizenship)
• Mathematics
• Sciences
• Vocational Pathways
Senior school students currently have limited subject choices in the SACE. Specialised subjects in
mathematics and science are offered but tend to be small in class size. Moving forward into the
student- centred model, increasing elective choice both in the Middle and Senior School is a
primary objective.
6.1 Technical College Stakeholders
Findon High School has engaged with strategic partners to develop key strategies which will
support the delivery of the future vision for the Technical College to ensure Findon becomes a
High Tech High school of choice which offers world class secondary schooling within and for
South Australia.
To support the cultural shift a key alliance and partner is the Future Schools Alliance led by
Peter Hutton. The Future Schools Alliance is a group of like-minded member schools, committed
to significantly improving the lives of young people around the world by transforming
secondary schools. Based on proven methodologies and supported by the latest research the
FSA provides guidance and professional support to School Leadership Teams on the specifics of
HOW to transform existing well- functioning schools into unique, future focused learning
communities. The collaborative process is guided by current and former Principals, themselves
experienced in the implementation of successful innovation in schools, with the aim of
genuinely equipping all students for times of exponential change. Naturally, each school retains
full autonomy for how it operates and any changes will only take place within the existing
governance and legislative frameworks.
Schools of the future focus on the uniqueness of the individual living within community. The
school draws on the strength of the family and broader community to support each student to
explore and grow their existing skills, talents, interests and passions. The flexible and relaxed
learning environment focuses on learning-by-doing, fosters enquiry, questioning, self-discovery,
and a genuine, lifelong love of learning.
The University of Adelaide is another critical partner of Findon HTH. With little university
presence in the west of Adelaide an opportunity exists to build a strong collaboration on site.
Partnership with the University of Adelaide will provide support for the cultural shift and
future vision of Findon, specifically around the areas of professional development for staff,
opportunities for collaboration and mentoring between student cohorts, and co-construction of
curriculum. The focus of these activities will be around the development of STEM capacity and
challenge, as well as the introduction and alignment of innovation and entrepreneurship
opportunities.
The University of Adelaide Faculty of Engineering, Computer and Mathematical Sciences and
Faculty of Professions (specifically the School of Education and the Entrepreneurship,
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Commercialisation and Innovation Centre) will partner to offer professional development for
Findon HTH staff and mentoring of students through an on campus “residency” initiative whilst
providing university students the opportunity of a specialised real world learning program.
This initiative will be the cornerstone to the “Lighthouse” model and provide hands on in
context professional development for Department of Education educators.
This partnership model will support:
● Working together to re-imagine Findon HTH’s motto Virtus Et Sapientia (Virtue and Wisdom)
for the 21st century. The goal is to strengthen the school's learning and wellbeing culture, so
staff and students can flourish. By building on Findon's legacy, realigning the school's values
for the future, and establishing an evidence-based wellbeing and learning climate the
conditions for sustainable entrepreneurship education will be created.
● Providing a range of flexible professional learning opportunities for staff that build on
existing needs and prepares the workforce for the future, including individual sessions
designed to target identified needs, through to more formalised qualifications.
● Integrating initial teacher education in partnership with Findon HTH. Pre-service teachers
based at the University of Adelaide from our double degrees in Teaching (middle years OR
secondary) with specialisation across a range of discipline areas, could experience an
authentic and unique experience in the profession by incorporating immersion, internships
or prolonged observation and teaching practicum with Findon HTH.
● Collaborating together in research to enable Findon HTH to gather a strong evidence base to
support its future growth.
● Collaborating in the development of innovation and entrepreneurship opportunities for
Findon HTH students and staff, including engagement with the University of Adelaide’s
eChallenge program.
The University of Adelaide provides a number of formal and informal professional learning
opportunities for teachers, which can be leveraged and customised to support Findon HTH in
achieving their future vision. Depending on interest, professional learning can be offered in flexible
format: on campus at the University of Adelaide or Findon HTH, in intensive with online and/or face
to face support, and in a cluster model with neighbouring schools, supporting Findon HTH’s
lighthouse model.
The University is home to the Computer Science Education Research (CSER) Group Digital
Technologies Education Program at the University of Adelaide, led by Professor Katrina Falkner. CSER
has provided national leadership in the provision of teacher professional learning for digital
technologies, adoption and a community-based model that places teachers as owners of their learning
within a supportive, facilitated community. Digital Technologies professional learning support, and
its integration with other STEM areas, will provide crucial support for Findon HTH in achieving its
goal to support their students in technology-centred STEM innovation and creation.
Mathematics is widely acknowledged as a cornerstone of STEM and the need for proper grounding in
high level mathematics at secondary school has been emphasised in a number of recent reports
including “Through Growth to Achievement, Report of the Review to Achieve Educational Excellence
in Australian Schools, March 2018” and “Optimising STEM Industry-School Partnerships: Inspiring
Australia’s Next Generation, Final Report April 2018”. A high quality mathematical education is a
critical pathway in providing the opportunity for students to participate and aspire to leadership in
STEM careers. The School of Mathematical Sciences will support the Findon High School in becoming
a leading exemplar through professional development for teachers in key areas of the curriculum and
also in direct interaction with students, including the potential for relevant mathematical activities
facilitated by university researchers and students and access to enrichment activities for high
achieving students.
The School of Education offers a range of individual professional learning opportunities as well as
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formal qualifications. To assist the school leadership to plan for the future, we would recommend
study towards a Master of Education with exit points at Graduate Certificate or Professional
Certificate level if preferred. Of interest might be courses in our unique specialisations which include:
Educational Leadership and Innovation; Entrepreneurship Education; STEM Education; Wellbeing
Education; English Language Teaching or the traditional Research pathway.
Within the School of Education, pre-service teachers in the secondary Bachelor degrees undertake
specific research training to facilitate work with year 12 students on their research project. Preservice teachers in the Master of Teaching program undertake a dissertation which can be tailored to
the research needs of an individual school. Taken over a 6mth period, the research projects can be
undertaken at Findon HTH on topics or issues of your choosing. Staff are able to collaborate with
Findon HTH on research consultancies to support the College’s agenda. Of particular interest might be
a joint project with the University of Adelaide that utilises the North Terrace precinct to raise
aspirations for children to access university. Having the School of Education located in the CBD
provides an ideal opportunity to improve access and equity for Findon HTH students in a cultural
hub. And, teachers studying the Master of Education or PhD program with us can be supported to
undertake research topics of mutual benefit to Findon HTH.
The Entrepreneurship Commercialisation and Innovation Centre (ECIC) from The University of
Adelaide runs degree programs in Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Project Management. The
ECIC could engage with Findon High Tech High in a number of ways, including collaboration through
its eChallenge in Schools program – Australia’s longest running and most successful entrepreneurial
program, its 3D prototyping program, and opportunities to engage with master classes and
professional learning in innovation and entrepreneurship, and design thinking, and the development
of a mini ‘ThincLab Innovation Hub’ based on the highly successful Thinclab Adelaide model,
including internship/work experience opportunities with University of Adelaide start-ups, and
international networking, study tour opportunities in ThincLab Singapore or ThincLab Chalons in
France. Students within the Faculty of Engineering, Computer and Mathematical Sciences, and
teachers enrolled in the Master of Education program in the School of Education are able to enrol in
the eChallenge as part of their studies, providing a unique opportunity to provide a co-created and
collaborative learning opportunity for students across both institutions, as well as for the teaching
staff involved.
All ECIC programs provide students with a direct link to industry and opportunities to network. They
will be working with industry to solve real-world problems and learning how to create and develop
their own networks that can, in turn, lead to job opportunities in the future.
Case Study: eChallenge
Education should develop awareness of entrepreneurship from an early age. Introducing young
people to entrepreneurship develops their initiative and helps them to be more creative and selfconfident in whatever they undertake. It also encourages them to act in a socially responsible way.
For this reason the ECIC is devoting special attention to entrepreneurship training through the
Australian eChallenge, from high school through to university, with a view to encourage South
Australia’s young people to become the entrepreneurs of the future. The Australian eChallenge in
Schools is an effective way of promoting entrepreneurial mind-sets and skills through a structured
learning environment for high school students.
Our program provides a launchpad for new ventures created by high school students and exposes
them to the world of commercialisation, venture financing and strategic business planning. Teams
compete for prizes and the prestige of being nominated the most outstanding Australian eChallenge
in Schools entrepreneurial venture for the year. Students attend workshops at The University of
Adelaide campus and provides an opportunity for secondary students to engage and interact with
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tertiary students and provides them with a real tertiary experience. At the conclusion of the program
students also receive 3 units of course credit towards a degree at the University of Adelaide.
Case Study: CSER Digital Technologies Education Program
The CSER Digital Technologies Education Program provides free online courses in Computer Science
for Australian teachers, in addition to face to face professional learning and a digital technologies
equipment lending library. These courses provide concept videos contextualised within the primary
classroom and working examples of classroom activities, highlighting assessment and pedagogic
approaches, and places `community' at the centre of the professional learning experience, involving
teachers engaging as active co-developers of their knowledge. Throughout the course, participants
complete a number of activities, applying the content and pedagogical knowledge included within the
Unit to their personal and classroom context. These activity contributions are posted in an online,
freely accessible and searchable community and involve sharing knowledge, experience, activities,
resources or tools.
Since its launch in 2014, 24,247 teachers have participated in our program, with 24.5% from
economically disadvantaged areas. 90.1% of participants agree that they are now confident in
designing and implementing Digital Technologies activities. Over 11,000 teachers continue to share
and learn from each other in our online Community, forming a sustained and supporting network for
this new learning area, and facilitating engagement and integration across the STEM disciplines.
The development of strategic business enterprise partnership will be developed with local technology
based companies and emerging pop-up enterprises and accommodated in a Creative Innovation
Space. The Creative Innovation Space is a project-based learning environment that focuses the
student intelligence on the design, manufacture and operation of a STEM facility based on the fit out
at industry standard. This activity requires a well-planned set of resources and appropriate
infrastructure – both in terms of equipment, student learning and staff support. Interest from
business leaders involved in Cyber Security has also emerged as a possible business partner. Strong
interest has been expressed by Intellecta Industries, western suburbs based technology company
specializing in the delivery of quality STEM education provision.
Music Technology will be an offering as students have expressed high level interest in being
immersed in a music technology course focus immersed in a music technology course teaching a mix
of music making with computers, song writing plus added units for musicians and emerging creatives.
The course would be delivered from a proposed new High-Tech Lab and integrated into the suite of
STEM digital learning options offered from the Creative Innovation Space. Skills gained will meet
national accreditation and give students relevant and up to date industry experience in music making
with computers; delivered by an industry professional one day per week.
This business partnership will operate as the “Technical College” ensuring students and staff and
work to support Findon HTH by
1. Experience a real eSTEAM education environment that links the concepts to
innovation, invention and entrepreneurial skills built on a project-based
learning foundation
2. Use advanced manufacturing concepts and industry based software for
design, manufacture, collaboration and planning
3. Develop a relevant learning structure based on student input and a show-piece of
their involvement and Findon High Tech High experiences
4. supporting the delivery of a manufacturing specialisation, teacher
training and student entrepreneurial job creation
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5.

building of community and industry links by encouraging community use of the
production facility and creating a model similar to the popular men’s shed
movement - community maker space

To be truly world class schools need to ensure they also have a strong social compass through strong
inclusive programs and practices. The establishment of an AFL Football Academy which offers an
AFLW program and Clontarf Academy program targeting Aboriginal males will be a key plank in
lifting the enrolments at Findon and build on existing school strengths of wellbeing and care. It
will also address critical issues of this highly vulnerable group who are over represented in FLO
programs and significantly under perform in terms of SACE completion rates.
An AFLW Academy will be established in connection with the Adelaide Crows AFLW program.
This will be an elite program with a strong sports science focus again looking to grow the
enrolment of students at Findon HTH. Nigel Smart, Chief Operations Officer Adelaide FC has
already declared interest in the development of the program, particularly if Aboriginal females
are well represented.
Complementing the AFLW program will be a male football academy. The Clontarf Foundation is a
not-for-profit organisation incorporated in Western Australia. The core business of the
Foundation’s Football Academies is to engage and provide support to young Aboriginal men in
mainstream education, and to assist in securing employment when these young men leave
school.
The Foundation operates Academies in all States except South Australia, funded through a
partnership between Clontarf, the relevant State Government and the Australian Government.
The Academies operate in partnership with, but independent of, a school or college, and
participation in the program is dependent on school attendance and attitude. The Foundation
reports impressive achievement in school attendance and retention of Indigenous male
secondary students. Clontarf have a strong commitment to support participants through and
beyond secondary schooling, and data from Western Australia indicates that over 75% of
participants completing the program have gained full-time employment.
Stakeholder

Interest

Phil Fitzsimons
Steve Atsalas
Peter Hutton
Prof Yong Zhao
Paul Newman
Professor Anton Middleberg

Findon High School Principal
Findon High Assistant Principal
Director Future Schools Alliance
Professor School of Education at the University of Kansas
Inner West and Torrens Education Director
Executive Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Computer and
Mathematical Sciences, University of Adelaide
Deputy Dean (Students) Faculty of Engineering, Computer
and Mathematical Sciences University of Adelaide
Head, School of Education, Faculty of Professions,
University of Adelaide
Pro Vice Chancellor – Entrepreneurship & Director,
Entrepreneurship, Commercialisation and innovation
Centre, University of Adelaide
Director Intellecta Technologies
Chief Operations Officer, Adelaide Football Club
CEO Clontarf Foundation
Rob Pippan Productions
School Council Chair

Professor Katrina Falkner
Professor Faye McCallum
Professor Noel Lindsay

Dr Tony Pugaschew
Nigel Smart
Gerard Niesham
Rob Pippan
Michael Koster
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7
Future business of the new school
As the first High Tech High (HTH) in South Australia the school will look to build a coalition of
business leaders and educators. As the model evolves it will support an integrated network of
secondary schools through a “lighthouse model” spanning grades 7-12, housing a
comprehensive teacher professional learning program aligned to the University of Adelaide.
Findon High Tech High will become one of the leading edge educational providers in SA
established as a “lighthouse model “for the system. It will pick up on the emerging interests of
students and the developing defence industry capability and building programs occurring in the
west of Adelaide.
Entrepreneurial business opportunities exist with major defence companies across the
maritime, aerospace, land, systems and cyber domains with many having significant
operations in the west of Adelaide. A strong core of the curriculum will be related to students
engaging in learning related to small-to-medium enterprises which provide goods and services
directly to Defence, and deliver into the supply chains of prime contractors in Australia and
around the world.
Findon HTH will serve a diverse, self---selected student population; all embody the FHTH
design principles of personalisation, adult world connection, common intellectual mission, and
teacher as designer.
Within a whole school framework; personalised learning; project based learning as a way to
deliver authentic meaningful learning for students (7-12); multidisciplinary teacher teams; less
is more in curriculum delivery; and the use of exhibitions of learning to develop partnerships
with parents and the community.
The ‘Lighthouse Model” will include students being involved in leading professional learning
tours to schools including a formal discussion about the student centre program.
7.1 School Culture
In the redesigned Findon High Tech High School, individual programming for students will
centre on the strengths of the individual enabling a growth mindset and providing broader
measures for success. The emphasis on the school’s values of ignite, inspire and empower will
support a strong student-centred learning focus that creates an inclusive culture, celebrating
the multi-cultural backgrounds of 63 different cultures existing across the school. The studentcentred learning pedagogical approach empowers students to have a prominent voice within
the curriculum electives offered and task design. This in turn promotes school ownership and
responsibility of the individual towards their chosen educational pathway.
Student leadership is essential in the thinking, planning and development of the redesign of
Findon High Tech High School. By increasing the capacity for students to take increasing control
and responsibility for the future direction of the school, leads to increasing opportunities for
students to engage in “real world” learning that supports students to thrive in the exponential
age. This forward-thinking vision is supported by the recommendations outlined in the report
Through Growth to Achievement by Mr David Gonksi – “where students have the opportunity to
be partners in their own learning” (p. xiii)
8
Learning Design Model
Student Learning at Findon High Tech High School will reflect the 8 EdRevolutionary
Principles as outlined below:
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Flexibility – There will be movement towards individual pathways, greater student
and teacher autonomy with less subject based curriculum structure, no year levels,
integrated curriculum, multimodal delivery, and time to explore and go deeper
anywhere, anytime learning.
Community – The creation of deep, genuine, ongoing and seamless integration with
family, businesses, community organisations, universities and the global
community extending far beyond the school. In addition, there will be integrated
vocational traineeships and the opportunity for the community to facilitate learning
for our students.
Success for All – A strong focus will centre on individual programming, strengths based
with a growth mindset and broader measures of success within an inclusive culture
that celebrates difference and respect for all.
High Quality Adults – Professional training for all staff will be based on modelling
and empowering high quality learning within a student-centred learning model. Key
features will ensure that strong teacher-student relationships foster a strengthsbased view, rather than a problem-deficit view in a culture of higher expectations
for educational outcomes.
Co- Constructed Learning – Will centre on student agency incorporating relevant,
engaging, play based authentic learning products, encouraging hyperspecialisation, creative learning opportunities and entrepreneurial activities.
Student Empowerment – Students will be guided through the process of taking
increasing control and responsibility for their education and lives, including coownership of the school and access to school resources. There will be coconstructed and dynamic Individualised Learning Plans for all students.
Development of Self – This will enable students to explore personal values and their
place in the community. Incorporated within this approach will see students
developing wisdom, learning how to learn, becoming a critical questioner,
assessing and taking appropriate risks and developing empathy.
Core Skill Development – This approach will look at expanding communication
skills, written, spoken and digital with confident numeracy and scientific
understanding enabling each student to become empowered and enabled to make
informed choices in life.

The school will introduce the first redesign phase in July 2018, which will apply to students in
Years 8 and 9, transitioning to include Years 10-12 in the following years.
The EdRevolutionary Principles will be concurrently pursued by staff and student in the Palms
Education Centre (Findon High Disability Unit). The integrated curricular activities will be
developed in collaboration with the mainstream. This will create a seamless interdisciplinary
learning design thread across the school.
8.1 Staffing
In supporting the transition to student-centred learning, the staff at Findon High Tech High
School will demonstrate a commitment to the school’s vision through extensive professional
learning, documented in their individual performance development plans. Expertise will be
obtained in exploring 21st century pedagogical practices, with a strong focus on collaboratively
designing curriculum that personalises teaching and learning to meet individual student needs
building meaning and understanding rather than completing tasks.
Staff will be energetic, innovative and willingly explore flexible teaching and learning
practices. They will demonstrate highly developed digital literacies, modelling the pursuit of
mastery of new skills for their students.
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Building on the school’s membership of the Future Schools Alliance, staff at Findon High Tech
High School will collaboratively network with staff at membership schools both in South
Australia and interstate, showcasing best practice, sharing resources and building collaborative
expertise in student- centred learning. A key feature of this membership implies a sense of
security of being part of a growing movement supported by influential world leaders in
educational thinking – Peter Hutton, Sir Ken Robinson, Yong Zhao and Pasi Sahlberg.
8.2 Learning Environment
Learning spaces in the redesigned Findon High Tech High School will be flexible, bright and
innovative. They will include open and outdoor spaces to support innovative and
entrepreneurial learning activities. Identified learning spaces, in partnership with Intellecta
Technologies, will be equipped to support project-based learning that focuses the student
intelligence on the design, manufacture and operation of a eSTEAM facility based on the fit out
of industry standard shipping modules.
Learning spaces will be equipped to support eSTEAM curriculum and include appropriate
digital resources and facilities such as those that embrace cutting edge, aspirational
technologies for coding, robotics, laser cutters and 3D printers. Learning spaces will have a
mixture of furniture types. The furniture will enable flexibility in configuration to meet learner
activity and to offer education diversity and choice. Non load-bearing walls in the third main
wing will be removed to create the opportunity for flexible sized learning spaces for small or
large group activities.
The structure of the school day and week will support collaboration, flexibility, inquiry and
innovation. Staff will undertake professional learning for 90 minutes on Monday afternoons as
part of early school closure. The timetable will be flexible for students to cater for an earlier
start/finish time, as well as a later start/finish time to support the needs of staff and students.
Students and staff will have access to a variety of facilities such as a café, outdoor seating and
shaded areas that are designed and created by students as part of their learning program.
8.3 Community and Industry Connections
The redesigned Findon High Tech High School will build a stronger connection with industry
through its partnership with Intellecta Technologies in the creation of an innovation space.
Building on the existing business and industry links established through the school’s member of
the Beacon program, it will be engaged with businesses and industries through the Innovation
Space initiative to contribute to the development of the future workforce and South Australia’s
STEM skills- based economy.
The Innovative Space at Findon High Tech High School aims to:
• develop a real eSTEAM education environment that links these concepts to
innovation, invention and entrepreneurial skills built on a project-based learning
foundation.
• use advanced manufacturing concepts and industry-based software for
design, manufacture, collaboration, and planning.
• support teacher training and job creation.
• build community and industry links by encouraging community use of the
production facility and creating a model similar to the popular men’s shed
movement – community maker space.
• develop a relevant learning structure based on student input and a showpiece of
their involvement. The broad range of skills and interests are to support eSTEAM to
Vocational Skills. Students will gain the skills and understanding to work in a team
that develops these facilities in contrast to the current building centric concepts.
Learning outcomes are the priority and the learning strategies identify the skills and
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

abilities of students who are part of the activity. Important learning areas and
activities are:
adopt problem-based learning as the strategy – Challenge and solve problems,
sustained inquiry, critique and revision, student voice and choice, reflection.
incorporate CAD and Design – linking ideas to real objects and their manufacture,
collaboration, designing in the skill and resource constraints, timelines.
incorporate Electronics and Systems – using devices to measure, control, give and
store information
provide skills that can transfer to real objects – basic skills in using materials and
techniques.
connect with the world outside – sustainability, food production, invention,
innovation, intellectual property, respect for other ideas.
integrate Science and the language of mathematics – heat, fluids, insulation,
energy production and storage, resource collection, simulation, strength of
materials, light and sound.
provide an authentic learning environment – balance of space, user input, security.
complement the role of teacher, learner, mentor – working in a team,
delegation, resolution of issues, planning, deadlines, identification of
individual contributions.
promote success beyond Findon High Tech High to the world
collaboratively work on real world problems.

8.4 International Education
Once established, student-centred learning at Findon High Tech High School, where authentic
student voice is seen as instrumental in engaging students to develop wisdom, learn how to
learn, become a critical questioner, assess and take appropriate risks and develop empathy,
will enable the school to become a leader in student creativity and innovation. As a lighthouse
school for the Department for Education, the school will develop partnerships with schools
both in Australia and internationally as part of the Future Schools Alliance. Currently, the
school hosts a range of short and long term international students and it is envisaged that with
the increased profile of the school, the school’s international student intake will expand.
9
AFL Football Academy (AFLW and Clontarf)
The establishment of an AFL Academy program at Findon has a range of benefits:
•

•

•

•

•

•

It allows the Department for Education (Department) to work with the Clontarf
Foundation and Adelaide Football Club in a concentrated way to develop and refine
a model of the program that is appropriate for the South Australian context, rather
than spreading resources thinly across a number of centres.
It strengthens the Departments efforts to address issues associated with enrolment
and attendance of large numbers of disengaged young Aboriginal males in the west
of Adelaide and capitalise on the success and high level interest of the Crows AFLW.
News about the possibility of the program’s establishment has generated significant
interest and excitement.
It has the potential to increase student numbers at Findon High School.
Decreasing numbers means fewer staff and therefore limited ability to offer a
wide range of subject choices if numbers do not increase.
Starting the program at Findon High in 2019 will enable the Year 7 students who
want to participate in the program with the necessary supports and preparation
time particularly around the transition and then retention of those students.
Academy staff will conduct football clinics in western suburbs Primary Schools,
which will contribute to successful transition of identified children from Year 7 into
Findon High.
The Academy program has a strong focus on the development of employability
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•

•

skills, and over time there will be an increasing number of graduates who will be
able to successfully move into jobs, which will help to address staff recruitment
and retention issues for employers.
Clearly, entering into such a comprehensive partnership to deliver a highly
regarded program, which has a demonstrated record of improving outcomes for
participants, provides us with the opportunity to make a real difference to the lives
of young Aboriginal men in the western suburbs.
This initiative is an excellent opportunity to highlight the government’s support for
Findon High and Aboriginal Education and the community’s desire to improve
education and employment outcomes for Aboriginal young people

9.1 Marketing
To signal to the community that Findon High School is a redesigned place of learning with a
commitment to significantly improving the lives of young people by transforming an outdated
education system, and a future-thinking vision on becoming a school of choice for students in
the western suburbs, and international students wishing to study in Adelaide, the school will
require minor rebadging. This will include a proposed name change for marketing purposes to
Findon High Tech High School. The school will continue to function as Findon High School as
that is a name respected by the local community. The proposed name change will indicate a
21st century whole school approach supporting each student to explore and grow their existing
skills, talents, interests and passions, focusing on learning by doing, fostering enquiry,
questioning, self-discovery, and a genuine, lifelong love of learning in partnership with local
community, businesses and industry.
10 Strategic initiative and outcomes
Initiative 1
Initiative 1 School Culture
Description
a) Embed student centred learning as the lens for viewing and planning
learning within the school.
b) One Plan implementation for every student.
c) Embody and promote our school mantra: ‘Start with a dream, finish
with a future’.
d) Develop a school community culture where the school values of
“Ignite, Inspire and Empower” are shared equally by the students and
staff.
e) Consolidate and continue to work on a healthy school culture; as
started with the partnership and site working with Anthony
Muhammed.
f) A shared language and vision for the school is communicated by staff
and students that is consistent when you speak to anyone connected
with the school.
Resources

Completion date

Future Schools Alliance (FSA)
One Plan (Department for Education support services)
Findon High School staff, students and community
Partnership schools (FSA)
a) By the end of Semester 1, 2018, staff and students will begin to share
an understanding of student centred learning.
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Outcomes

b) By the end of 2018, all staff and Year 8-10 students will share an
understanding of student centred learning, recognising that it will
evolve.
c) By the end of 2019, all staff and students will share an understanding
of student centred learning.
d) By the end of 2018, every Year 8 student will have a One Plan.
e) By the end of Semester 1, 2019, every Year 8-10 will have a One Plan.
f) By the end of semester 1, 2020, every student will have a One Plan
Milestone – Findon High School will be recognised for its culture of learning
Milestone – Review of school culture reveals the mantra lives
It is expected that differentiation is embedded as a framework for planning for
the needs of individual students.
It is expected that students’ One Plans will reflect their learner profile and
needs, will be living documents that are reviewed annually and inform teacher
practices within classrooms and keeps the student at the centre and harnesses
the perspectives of a team around the child.

Initiative 2
Initiative 2 Staffing
Description

Resources
Completion date
Outcomes

a) Undertake a review of the current leadership structure
b) Appointments for 2019
 Deputy Principal
 Teaching and Learning Coordinator
 Assistant Principal – Learner Technologies
Principal with DE People & Culture
Review completed in Term 3, 2018
Leadership appointments completed October 2018
The school will have a leadership structure that will support and lead the
introduction of SCL.

Initiative 3
Initiative 3 Timetable and organisation
Description
Re-design timetable and day structure
The current outdated post-industrial education model and its structures, no
longer meets the needs of students now and into the future. The timetable
structure will upskill students in the dispositions required to be successful in
the context of a 21st century workplace, creating opportunities to learn in
authentic environments.
Evidence based development of a flexible timetable will be driven also by the
developmental needs of the students capitalising the times when they learn
best (eg flexible starting and finishing times).
Introduce Year 8, 9, 10 STEM student centred learning
The timetable structure will upskill students in the dispositions required to be
successful in the context of a 21st century workplace, by creating opportunities
to learn in authentic environments (eg removal of formal siren for periods).
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Resources
Completion date

Outcomes

Our established links with industry partners and Universities will enable the
Year 8-10 STEM curriculum to be developed in collaboration to ensure
authentic STEM learning opportunities and pathways.
Develop senior School course and options 2019
Co-design of senior curriculum options with all stakeholders (staff and student
voice, industry and university partners)
Timetabler, PAC representative and Principal to create
Adequate staffing to human resource the structures created
Initial transition study complete, exploration and ratification of model by the
end of 2018
Creation and validation of courses aligned to Stage 1 and 2 SACE performance
standards end of 2018
Deployment of new structure 2019
Collaborative development of student centred STEM programme progressive
development for Years 8 to 10 from 2019
Student subject selections completed in 2019 for deployment during 2020
Validation and review of course offerings end of 2019
Re-imagining how the curriculum is delivered is essential to keep all students
engaged in their schooling. The current model of lock stepping through the
curriculum is failing many students who leave without many of the skills they
need to be productive citizens in the 21st century. The adaptation of the current
curriculum driven model to one that favours flexibility has proven to achieve
better results for all students through the provision of authentic structures that
are grounded in current educational research. The embedding of STEM
curriculum will enable students to achieve at all levels to apply their learning
to shape their world (viz STEM Learning Strategy). Furthermore, allowing
them to attain CCT skills progressively at their current stage of development. It
will provide and anchor for Findon High Tech High School to transform
education to enable students at every level of schooling to develop knowledge,
skills and understanding in STEM subjects now and into their future.

Initiative 4
Initiative 4 Learning pedagogy
Description
a) Focus on student centred learning from years 8 to 12 enabling the
students to engage in deep and independent critical and creative
thinking (CCT). As a teacher awareness of the thinking processes and
CCT, strategies are developed through the use of Tactical Teaching of
Thinking (TTT) which will enable students to develop greater
metacognitive awareness. At Findon High School, the school will
transition from ‘I do, you watch’ pedagogical approach to ‘you do, I
guide’.
b) Membership of the Future Schools Alliance will broaden the scope of
professional network nationally.
c) Explore the development of specialisation of STEAM/VET pathways
with industry and government agency partnership involvement (eg.
Intellecta Technologies, the University of Adelaide and Rob Pippan
Productions
d) Strategically align professional development opportunities with the
University of Adelaide to provide teacher professional learning for
digital technologies adoption in a community based model that places
teachers as owners of their learning within a supportive facilitative
community.
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Resources

Completion date

Outcomes

Principal and school leaders
Department for Education
Peter Hutton (Future School Alliance)
Prof. Katrina Falkner (The University of Adelaide)
Dr Tony Pugatschew (Intellecta Technologies)
Rob Pippan (Rob Pippan Productions)
a) Pedagogy
a. Curriculum offerings July 2018 – current Years 8-9
b. Curriculum offerings to Year 10 and Stage 1 by 2019
c. Development of curriculum offerings to Stage 2 by 2020
b) Learning
a. Staff undertaking CCT training in term 2, 2018
b. SCL training for teachers term 2 – 4, 2018
The aim is to individualise the educational pathway for all students. Teachers
will have expertise in guiding students to think critically, creatively and
independently delivering 21st century teaching and learning practices that
enable students to excel in an exponential age.

Initiative 5
Initiative 5 Learning facilities and resourcing upgraded to appropriate level
Description
A brief summary of the projects and scopes proposed are as follows
A. Music / Open Learning [Building 12, Building 3] – Demolish existing
DMAC building [Building 12]. Provide new 200 seat performing arts
space, new GLA, music practice spaces, new public entry foyer, new
toilets and new store and back of house spaces.
B. Building 1D Ground Floor – Year 7 Refurbishment – Demolish existing
walls, floors, ceilings and services. Provide seismic upgrade to ground
floor area. Provide 5 new GLA spaces with plywood-clad joinery boxes,
new glass sliding doors between classrooms, 5 new glazed double
aluminium framed doors to external garden on north side, all new
ceiling, lighting and air-conditioned spaces and new external
verandah.
C.

Year 7 Outdoor Teaching Area – New paving, garden beds connected to
Year 7 space.

D. Advanced Manufacturing Centre, Gardens and Roadworks – 500
square metre space – Demolish and remove existing bitumen, steel
fencing to 2.1 metres high to Drummond Ave. Provide new garden
planted area. Extend existing crossover to Drummond Ave., new
extended driveway, expand existing entry to accommodate wider
access for trucks to the Advanced Manufacturing Centre and enhance
access/drop-off/pick-up from The Palms.
E.

Tennis/Outdoor Courts – Astro-turf court for Tennis, Fussball, Netball,
Basketball, Outdoor Hockey (line-marked accordingly), cyclone fencing
to perimeter, 14 light poles and external flood lighting installed for
night use, new shelters and verandahs installed, new
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Basketball/Netball pole/backboards installed, new Fussball/Hockey
goals at each end and 50 square metre storage shed installed.
F.

Art Rooms Upgrade – Ground Floor Building 1B – Demolish and
remove existing internal walls, floor finishes, ceilings, services and
fixtures. Provide open classroom/studio spaces/art suites. Provide half
height plywood partitioned teacher spaces, vinyl flooring, art sinks,
new services installed. Paint underside of exposed slab and surfaces.
New double door opening to southern wall to access outdoor Art
Studio. New sunshade/blackout blinds automatic to southern
windows. Open shelving and cupboards installed.

G. New Thinclab/Gardens – Build 325 square metre Thinclab structure
and glass with insulated metal roofing. Office type space with
classroom/open plan/lecture and breakout spaces built. New outdoor
garden/study spaces.
H. Front Carpark, Drummond Avenue – Upgrade bitumen, concrete
curbing, line marking, fence signage and expand existing crossovers.
I.

New Front Entry/Garden – Demolish and remove existing trees and
bitumen. Provide new grassed area, paved entry, brick/stone entry
bollards with signage, outdoor sculptural timber/stone teaching space,
concrete ramp to new front doors of school and paving to southern
side of Gym.

J.

New Lift – Entry to School [ Building 1A]– Demolish existing lift and
refurbish existing Reception Area to provide a new fresh entry
statement to the school. Provide new compliant Access Lift for larger
wheelchairs to allow students from the Special Needs Units to access
first floor spaces.

In summary the above projects and scope of works nominated exceed the $10
Million Building. Better School Funding but we are confident that each of the
project scopes will be developed and reduced accordingly to achieve the final
funding outcomes.
Resources
Completion date
Outcomes

Principal and Senior Leaders from FHTHS
Paul Newman
Department for Education
The new learning spaces will support the successful introduction of student
centred learning, including the support of STEAM curriculum and flexible
learning spaces

Initiative 6
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Initiative 6 Expansion of special class options to children living in the western suburbs
Description
Increasing numbers of children are being identified for special class
placements or special school options. Findon High already runs a Conductive
Education Unit and has the high level expertise and knowledge to support the
development of future programs. The special class options program would be
strongly linked to post school options and pathways. The expansion of the
existing program would also include the development of a new specialist
outdoor learning environment to support the developmental needs of young
people. Built into this environment would be the fitness and conditioning
equipment and maker spaces design specifically to engage students in learning
programs which would then lead to pathways beyond school. The creation of
industry links to lower skilled employment and work ready programs would be
a feature of this program. It would be the first time that a program of its kind
existed in SA and will require careful planning but will lead to the development
of new and exciting opportunities for children with special needs.
Resources
Completion date
Outcomes
Initiative 7
Initiative 7 Development of a “technical college” including formalised partnership with business and
industry
Description
The “Technical College” will be a purpose built facility designed to

Resources
Completion date
Outcomes

create a real workplace experience for students, working with advanced
manufacturing equipment providing a pathway to the defence industry.
Dr Tony Pugatschew (Intellecta Technologies)
Building Process of redeveloping and redesigning shipping containers
takes 18 weeks.
1. Students will experience a real eSTEAM education environment
that links concepts to innovation, invention and entrepreneurial
skills built on a project-based learning foundation.
2. Use advanced manufacturing concepts and industry based
software for design, manufacture, collaboration and planning.
3. Support the delivery of a manufacturing specialisation, teacher
training and student entrepreneurial job creation.
4. Develop a relevant learning structure based on student input
and a show piece of their involvement and Findon High Tech
High School experiences.

Initiative 8
Initiative 8 AFL football academy
Description
The goal is to be the only school in South Australia with an AFLW Academy
embedded into the curriculum.
The Findon High Tech High School AFLW Academy will comprise of 3 main
components:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

On field practice & skill development
Strength and conditioning (S & C)
Nutrition and personal development
Elite sports management and injury prevention

Weekly structure of the AFLW program:
 At least one on field training session- this will focus on skill
development, communication, game sense and structures.
 One strength and conditioning session- conducted in FHTHS
weights room, gymnasium or oval. Each student will be given an
individual strength and conditioning program which will be tailored to
their needs and individual goals. Fitness testing will occur at the
beginning, mid-point and conclusion of the program to ensure
students are on track and progress is occurring.
 One nutrition or personal development session per week.
o Nutrition sessions will focus on diet and nutrition of elite
athletes and the preparation of healthy meals.
o Personal development sessions involve students
understanding what it means to be a respectful, responsible
and resilient woman. Some topics include: gratitude, role
models, self-talk, body image, relationships, communication
styles, online safety, self-awareness and leadership.
o Elite sports management and injury prevention.
Establishment of Clontarf Foundation’s Football Academy Program at Findon
High Tech High School.
Clontarf Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation incorporated in Western
Australia. The core business of the Foundation’s Football Academies is to
engage and provide support to young Aboriginal men in mainstream education,
and to assist in securing employment when these young men leave school.
The Foundation operates Academies in all States except South Australia,
funded through a partnership between Clontarf, the relevant State Government
and the Australian Government. The Academies operate in partnership with,
but independent of, a school or college, and participation in the program is
dependent on school attendance and attitude.
Resources

Completion date

SANFLW players
AFLW players- Adelaide Crows
Nutritionist
Sporting schools organisation
Strength & conditioning coaches
DE- Paul Newman
Malcolm Blight (former FHS student)
Clontarf Foundation
Contributions from Department for Education, Commonwealth Govt. and
Corporate
By the end of 2018, female students at Findon High Tech High School will be
exposed to multiple AFLW clinics and carnivals. Students will have had
coaching from SANFLW and AFLW players.
By the beginning of 2019, the AFLW Academy will be a subject that is offered to
all female students.
By the end of 2019, the AFLW academy will be embedded into the curriculum.
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Outcomes

Students who graduate from the FHTHS AFLW Academy will:
 Have a better understanding of the pathway and journey towards elite
sport.
 Have developed their football skills individually and within the team’s
structure
 Have a better understanding of the structures and game strategy
involved in AFL
 Improve their overall physical health through the strength and
conditioning program
 Understand what a healthy diet looks like
 Be confident in preparing healthy meals
 Feel more connected to each other, the school, and the wider
community
 Develop leadership and communication skills
 Empower other young women
 Become respectful, responsible, resilient women

Initiative 9
Initiative 9 Marketing
Description

Resources

Completion date

a) Capture the journey of the transition into SCL via film, incorporating
student voice.
b) Coffee mornings – students and staff speaking with families of the
Inner West Primary schools.
c) Social Media promotion– Skoolbag, Facebook, Website, Newsletters
and Twitter.
d) Transformation from traditional Open Day approach to ‘Every day is
Open Day’ with personalised leadership tours.
e) Promotion of SCL via Education in the Advertiser.
f) SASPA best practice presentation.
g) Membership of Future School Alliance (FSA) highlights a n
h) ational focus on innovative future schooling supporting the GONSKI
review recommendations.
i) Rebadge the school to Findon High Tech High to illustrate a whole
school approach towards 21st Century Learning.
j) Parent Information Evening with Peter Hutton to discuss SCL in detail,
providing opportunity for parents to ask questions.
k) Website redesign and development
ABC Melbourne – filming documentary
Adrian Johnston – ASAP coffee
Martina Simos – Educational Reporter, Messenger
Peter Hutton – FSA
School membership of SASPA
Department for Education – Paul Newman
Madeleine Dunn – Channel 7
a) Capturing the journey - footage started in term 1, 2018. Ongoing
documentation over 2018-2020. Broadcasting of achievements at end
of each year.
b) Coffee runs - beginning in 2018 and continuing on an annual basis
starting in term 1 until term 3
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c) Skoolbag created in February, 2018; Newsletters published on a
fortnightly basis throughout the year; Facebook updated on a weekly
basis.
d) Open Day transformation - commenced term 1 2018 with cessation of
traditional “Open Day” approach. 2018 onwards ongoing opportunity
of personalised leadership tours with the philosophy that “Every Day
Is Open Day.”
e) Education - Term 4 2018 approach The Advertiser re promotion of SCL
at FHTHS
f) Present at SASPA forum in 2019
g) The school is an inaugural member of the FSA beginning 2018 and has
incorporated the FSA branding on school promotional material.
h) Rebadging of school would begin in 2019
i) Parent Information Evening to take place on May 31, 2018
j) Website redeveloped December 2018
Outcomes

The school will be widely acknowledged as a ‘lighthouse’ Department for
Education school delivering high tech opportunities for students, specialising in
Student Centred Learning with a strong futures focus orientated towards
science, technology, engineering, robotics, automation, gamification,
augmented reality, virtual reality and mathematics, contributing to and
extending the STEM focus of the State Government and the Commonwealth
Government.

Initiative 10
Initiative 10 Review and Evaluation
Description
a) Project review processes developed and implemented
b) Project review and evaluation
Resources
Principal with school staff
Peter Hutton (FSA)
Katrina Falkner (Adelaide University)
Tony Pugatschew (Intellecta Technologies)
Rob Pippan (Rob Pippan Productions)
Completion date
a) May – July 2019
b) December 2020
Outcomes
It is envisaged that with the strategic and comprehensive redesigning
strategies, the school will be in a strong position to address its declining
student enrolments. Providing authentic 21st century teaching and learning by
expanding the choices of electives determined by students, will enable the
student population to grow to 1162 students by 2028, compared with the ‘do
nothing’ scenario of 262 enrolments, continuing the current business.
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